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real passion for 

gastronomy

The best ingredients The best ingredients 
with the best taste  with the best taste  

Preservation in oilPreservation in oil

We are always looking for the best ingredients. 
And when we have found them, we ensure the 
highest quality together with the growers. 
Because only from the best ingredients can you 
make beautiful products, with a rich flavour.  

Therefore, you, as a culinary professional, choose 
Bresc because of the quality of our products, 
which are high in flavour and easy to use.

We have translated an ancient preservation 
technique into today’s world: preserving good 
ingredients in oil, kept chilled for ideal shelf life.

Gastronomy is in Bresc’s DNA. It all started in 1991 when Jan Hak, 
Ruud Seltenrijch and Henk Brunt decided to grow snails. These were 
packaged in small glass jars and delivered directly to quality caterers. 
With escargots comes garlic, of course. . . and so began the passion 
for this beautiful ingredient and all the others that followed.

From experts for experts 
From experts for experts 

Gertjan, experienced chef and 

product developer at Bresc since 

2002. Knows herbs & spices and their 

properties as the back of his hand.

Our range of fresh garlic and herb Our range of fresh garlic and herb 
products consists of three pillars: products consists of three pillars: 

- Our Essentials: our core range, ideal for your mise-en-place 

- Our Blends: blends for a culinary journey in your kitchen 

- Ready for your dish: ready to serve, the finishing touch for your dish

OUR ESSENTIALS – OUR CORE RANGE: OUR ESSENTIALS – OUR CORE RANGE: 
IDEAL FOR MISE-EN-PLACEIDEAL FOR MISE-EN-PLACE

OUR ESSENTIALS: GARLIC  OUR ESSENTIALS: GARLIC  

Like all members of the allium family, the 
garlic plant stores its excess energy in 
the bulb as it grows. This is how it stores 
nutrients for the winter. When garlic is 
consumed fresh or immediately after 
harvest, the flavour is mild - without 
being pungent and fresh onion-like.

Our range of garlic and herb 
products are the easiest way 
to speed up your mise-en-place, 
while safeguarding the 
powerful flavour.
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Hand peeled, fresh 
garlic cloves

Handy puree with a 
tangy flavour

Organic, fresh 
Spanish garlic

Fermented garlic 
brimming with 
umami

Roasted texture & flavour

Savoury, smoky 
flavour boost.

Coarsely chopped 
young fresh bulbs

Powerful Spanish garlic

Puree with a very 
fine texture

With the flavour terroir of 
the Dutch Beemster clay soil

Pronounced flavour 
of Andalusia’s 
dry climate

Thinly sliced

GARLIC CLOVESGARLIC CLOVES

GARLIC PUREEGARLIC PUREE

BIO BIO 
GARLIC PUREEGARLIC PUREE

BLACK BLACK 
GARLIC PUREEGARLIC PUREE

ROASTED ROASTED 
GARLIC PUREEGARLIC PUREE

SMOKED SMOKED 
GARLIC PUREEGARLIC PUREE

GARLIC CHOPPEDGARLIC CHOPPED

FRESHLY CHOPPED FRESHLY CHOPPED 
SPANISH GARLICSPANISH GARLIC

GARLIC GARLIC 
SUPERIEUR PUREESUPERIEUR PUREE

BEEMSTER BEEMSTER 
GARLIC PUREEGARLIC PUREE

AJO DEAJO DE
ANDALUCIAANDALUCIA

GARLIC SLICESGARLIC SLICES
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Lemongrass pureeLemongrass puree
Horseradish pureeHorseradish puree

Coriander pureeCoriander puree

Basil pureeBasil puree

Ginger pureeGinger puree
Young ginger has a unique, 
lemony sweet flavour 
- while dried ginger
has more powerful notes. 
Bresc offers you the taste 
of fresh ginger all
year round. The perfect 
starter for an Asian wok dish, 
a curry or for other dishes.

Bresc lemongrass puree is made from young lemon-
grass, when it is still green and soft. The puree offers 
a mild and balanced flavour and is completely fibre-
free. So you can easily add it to your recipe without 
fuss and always with the same flavour effect. Perfect 
in hot dishes, curries, soups and more, surprisingly 
good in pastries and even in desserts like crème 
brûlée or ice cream.

The coriander puree can 
be applied directly in both 

cold and hot dishes. It 
retains its pure flavour 
and colour during use.

The pure and authentic taste 
of Italian basil from the 
Berici hills - in a jar! The 
      aroma and beautiful  
      green colour of      
      basil are preserved.

Horseradish puree is made 
from freshly bruised root.

Tasty products made from fresh 
and pure ingredients. Only the best 
ingredients are selected by us and 

harvested at the best moment 
according to our wishes. 
Only in this way can we 

guarantee the best quality.

selection of ingredientsselection of ingredients
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This grilled bell pepper puree 
adds a full, roasted flavour 
to any dish.

Finely chopped shallot is a 
French cuisine classic.It is 
a common base for preparing 
soups and sauces.

Fresh red chilies, mashed 
with some oil. Ready to 
use, medium in sharpness.

Grilled bell Grilled bell 
pepper pureepepper puree

Shallot Shallot 
choppedchopped

red chilired chili
pureepuree

Strattu di PomodoroStrattu di Pomodoro

Erbe ItalianoErbe Italiano

Mushroom mixMushroom mix

This Italian herb blend contains the ingredients basil, 
oregano, parsley, thyme and rosemary. An extra addition of 
sun-dried tomato gives this blend its warm full flavour. 
This makes this herb mix widely applicable. The Erbe Italiano 
is perfect for seasoning sauces and soups or for seasoning 
meat and fish marinades.

This chilled mushroom mix consists of various mushrooms 
such as oyster mushrooms, shiitake and porcini mushrooms 
and is flavoured with onion, garlic and parsley. In classic 
cuisine, this blend is better known as duxelles. The blend is 

an explosion of umami and adds instant flavour to a 
dish. Its versatility in use makes it the ideal base for 
soups and sauces.

Strattu di pomodoro means ‘extract of tomatoes’. After 
harvesting, the tomatoes are halved and dried in the sun for 
a week. This is the basis for this full-bodied tomato flavouring. 
Strattu is the essence of Sicilian cooking. Sun-dried tomato 
paste is found in almost every Italian recipe. And strattu di 

pomodori is the bringer of umami in every dish.
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OUR BLENDS: SHARING OUR ITALIAN SECRETSOUR BLENDS: SHARING OUR ITALIAN SECRETS
GREEN PESTOSGREEN PESTOS

We asked our Italian colleague 
Alberto to reveal some secrets of 
Italian cuisine. Together, we came 

up with a selection of pestos, 
sauces and herbs from different 

regions. These are perfect for the chef 
looking for true Italian flavour.

38% basil, olive oil 
and pine nuts. Add 

to your dishes 
and serve 

immediately -
hot or cold.

Dash garlic 
pesto: wild 
garlic.

With cashew nuts 
as a plant-based 

alternative to 
cheese.

The traditional recipe prepared with 35% D.O.P. 
basil from Genoa and D.O.P. Parmigiano. 

26% basil, oil, pine 
nuts and cheese. 
Specially 
developed 
for hot 
preparation.

Pesto verdePesto verde

Vegan PestoVegan Pesto

Pesto alla GenovesePesto alla Genovese

Pesto di basilicoPesto di basilico

Bärlauch pestoBärlauch pesto

NEWNEW

NewNew
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Pesto rossoPesto rosso

Pesto di PomodoriPesto di Pomodori

Pesto all’arrabbiataPesto all’arrabbiata

Aglio e peperoncinoAglio e peperoncino

Basil, oregano, garlic, cheese and 
sun-dried tomatoes. High on flavour 

and great for in hot applications.

The combination of tomato, grilled peppers, al-
monds and aromatic basil results in a beautiful, 
fresh pesto with an authentic Italian flavour. 
Ideal in pasta dishes or for other 
hot and cold applications.

Pesto all’Arrabbiata is a spicy Italian pesto made 
with sun-dried tomatoes, garlic and red peppers. 
The name "arrabbiata" means "angry" in Italian, 
referring to the spiciness of the sauce. This spicy 
product gives a flavour boost to (pasta) dishes. 
But it is also ideal as a seasoning in 
other dishes. Or simply delicious with 
a nice piece of bread or ciabatta.

This combination of garlic, olive oil and red pepper flakes 
joins the pasta in a flavourful way. The pasta dish 
originated in Abruzzo. Sometimes it is varied with 
additional ingredients such as parsley or grated 

cheese, but the traditional version keeps it 
simple with just three main ingredients.

BruschettaBruschetta
Bruschetta is the traditional Italian antipasti from 
central Italy: grilled bread spread with garlic and 
olive oil. Over time, the term bruschetta has come 

to refer more to the toppings than to the bread 
itself. Tomato-based or grilled pepper-based.

RED PESTOS RED PESTOS 

PESTO ALL’ARRABBIATA WITH MUSSELSPESTO ALL’ARRABBIATA WITH MUSSELS
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Gamba marinadeGamba marinade

Alioli clÁsicoAlioli clÁsico

Alioli limónAlioli limón

Alioli pimientoAlioli pimiento

A marinade based on sunflower and olive oil, with 
different textures of garlic, a slight tang from the 

coarsely chopped red peppers and the warm 
flavour of Provencal herbs. The ultimate 
marinade for prawns and other seafood.

Traditional sauce from the Spanish region of 
Catalonia. Made from Spanish garlic cloves, 

olive oil and a little lemon juice. 
Creamy in flavour and ready-to-use.

The fresh-flavoured version of the 
classic alioli. Thanks to the addition 
of lemon and lime leaf, this Alioli 
limón is delicious with 
bread or fish dishes.

The pimiento is the slightly spicy 
version of the alioli. Its flavour is 

based on Rouille. Coriander provides 
a fresh counterpart to the chillies.

ChimichurriChimichurri
Chimichurri originated in Argentina and is 
currently travelling around the world. It goes 
perfectly with grilled beef, so you will find it in 
traditional ‘churrascarias’, amongst others. To 
prepare authentic chimichurri, you not only need 
more than 10 ingredients, but also a lot of time. 
Bresc’s chimichurri brings all the ingredients 
and preparation time together and guarantees 
consistently high quality.

OUR BLENDS: WORLD CUISINEOUR BLENDS: WORLD CUISINE
These rich sauces and refined spice blends take you 
on a culinary world tour through your kitchen. 

Each one inspired by world cuisine, these 
products give an instant taste boost 

to the dishes of your choice.
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Thai curry’sThai curry’s

Yellow Curry Yellow Curry green Curry green Curry red Curry red Curry garlic & garlic & 
spring onionspring onion

ginger ginger 
& lime& lime

green & green & 
red chilired chili

WokWok
Three products specially developed for wok dishes 

are the ideal flavour base for Asian dishes.
Thai curries are all powerful spice blends that are great with 

fish and meat dishes and as a base for Thai soups. The cur-
ries contain the authentic ingredients for a Thai curry.

With familiar flavours 
of turmeric, cumin, 
galangal (laos) and 
garlic, Thai yellow curry 
is great for vegetable 
and seafood curries.

Chopped ginger, 
lemongrass and 
lime leaf in oil.

This powerful chilled 
spice blend consists of 
sereh, chillies, coriander 
leaf, fresh ginger and 
garlic. Great as a spice 
accent in soups and 
sauces.

Fresh red and green 
chillies, coarsely chopped 
into rings and set on oil. 
Medium in sharpness.

The combination of 
red chillies, garlic, 
lemongrass and fried 
onions gives this 
blend its full round 
flavour making it 
widely applicable.

Chopped garlic, coarsely 
chopped fresh red 
pepper and spring onion 
on sunflower oil.
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Tikka masala Tikka masala Harissa Harissa 
The fresh chilled Tikka masala is a combination 
of tomatoes, bell pepper, cinnamon, garlic and 

ginger, amongst others. Powerful and spicy 
in flavour. Not only delicious in classic 
Indian curries; can also to be used as a 

flavour accent in purees and sauces.

Harissa is the spicy seasoning of Arabic cuisine. 
There, it is widely used as a seasoning alongside 
meat and vegetable dishes. Harissa is made from 

chillies, garlic, cumin, coriander, tomato and bell 
pepper and is fresh and mildly spicy in flavour.

curry Madrascurry MadrasRas el hanout Ras el hanout 
Curry Madras is named after the city of Madras (Chennai) 
in southern India and consists of many herbs and 
spices such as garlic, curry, sambal, ginger 
and cumin. Madras imparts flavour 
instantly and is very widely applicable.

Ras el hanout is the well-known spice mixture from 
Moroccan cuisine. Ras el hanout means ‘the best 
from the shop’ and is widely used with meat, 
couscous and stews (tagine). The spice mix 
consists of many herbs and spices such as bell 
pepper, cinnamon, ginger, cumin, coriander, 
garlic, cardamom and cloves.
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Our blends: BBQOur blends: BBQ
WATER-BASED MARINADESWATER-BASED MARINADES

When getting started with meat or BBQ in 
general, you have several options at your 

disposal. You can marinate your meat for 24 
hours with one of BRESC’s three marinades 
or choose to refine your meat or BBQ dish 

during the cooking process with one of 
the four glazes. Or add an extra 

flavour boost by finishing with one of 
the two parrilladas after grilling. Serve 

it with fruity and fresh salsas. There 
are no limits to your creativity!

Before grilling:
• Our BBQ experts swear by water-based marinades.
• These give more flavour, more tender and juicier meat, as  
 the spices impart flavour deep into the core (osmosis).
• Another advantage: no stinging flames on the grill.
• Soak the marinade for 3-24 h before grilling.

Marinade for beefMarinade for beef

Marinade for porkMarinade for pork

Marinade for chickenMarinade for chicken

This marinade pairs excellently with beef 
and surprises in vegan and vegetable dishes. 
It brings the spicy and Provencal flavours of 
rosemary, thyme and shalot deep to the core.

Marinate pork (or vegetables!) with this 
water-based marinade. It brings the smoky 
flavour of garlic, the spiciness of chipotle 
and the spice of thyme & oregano to the meat.

This water-based marinade brings the spice 
of curry, the freshness of white wine vinegar 
and the roasted flavours of chilli and garlic. 
Perfect with chicken or other dishes.
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GLAZESGLAZES
After grilling:
• Bake off when the meat is almost done and 
 then grill off briefly.
• More flavour and a shiny finish.
• For every cut of meat.

Soy & Black Soy & Black 
Garlic glazeGarlic glaze

Plum and Plum and 
ginger glazeginger glaze

Roasted Garlic Roasted Garlic 
and soy glazeand soy glaze

Honey and Honey and 
thyme glazethyme glaze

The power of umami in this 
glaze with soy, black garlic, 
ginger and chilli.

50% plums and also ginger and 
honey for a nice sweetness.

Perfect combo of savoury and 
spicy: roasted garlic and soy.

Combination of sweet and spicy for 
a flavourful and glossy finish.

PARRILLADASPARRILLADAS
• Herb oil brush marinades.
• Apply after grilling for an extra flavour boost.

Parrillada aio e lemonParrillada aio e lemon

Parrillada piri piri Parrillada piri piri 

Based on the cuisine of the Iberian peninsula 
with lemon peel and sage.

The spicy seasoning from Portuguese 
cuisine as a brush marinade.
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SALSASSALSAS
• Fresh salsas.
• From Mexican/Latin American cuisine.
• Perfect topping for numerous dishes.

Tomato salsaTomato salsa

Chunky tomato salsaChunky tomato salsa

Mango and habanero salsaMango and habanero salsa

Salsa Pico de GalloSalsa Pico de Gallo

This Mexican tomato sauce with onion 
peppers and chillies is ready-to-use. 
Great as a twist in hot meat sauces, 
to add just a little extra spice 
to the sauce.

Sauce made from coarsely chopped 
tomatoes, onion and pepper. This 
well-known fresh spicy seasoning from 
Latin American cuisine is often combined 
with tacos, tortillas and fish dishes. 

This fresh salsa of mango and pineapple 
with the power of yellow habanero 
brings a fresh-sweet and tangy flavour. 
Ready to use for an instant taste 
sensation and stunning visual effect.

Chilled salsa of sliced tomato, pepper, onion, 
jalapeño and coriander. Pico de gallo is also 
sometimes called salsa fresca (fresh salsa) or 
salsa Mexicana. This is because the ingredients 
are the same colour as the Mexican flag.

COQUELET COQUELET 
PICO DE PICO DE 
GALLOGALLO

•   4 coquelets (small chicken)

•   Bresc BBQ Honey Thyme Glaze

•   Bresc BBQ Marinade for Chicken

•   Bresc Salsa Pico De Gallo

•   Vegetables of your choice

marinate the coquelets with the BBQ marinade for 

chicken, 10% on 1 kg of meat and leave to marinate 

for a few hours. Cut the desired vegetables into equal 

pieces and thread onto a stainless steel skewer. 

grill the coquelets indirectly on the bbq and ensure 

a core temperature of 74°C. once the coquelets are 

almost at temperature, grill the vegetables. Glaze 

the coquelets with the honey thyme glaze and serve 

with the grilled vegetables. Drape the pico de gallo 

over the vegetables.

PREPARATIONPREPARATION

INGREDIENTSINGREDIENTS
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READY FOR YOUR DISH – THE FINISHING READY FOR YOUR DISH – THE FINISHING 
TOUCH TO YOUR DISHTOUCH TO YOUR DISH

CaponataCaponata

GremolataGremolata

MarinatiMarinati

Cherry tomato’sCherry tomato’s

Caponata is a Sicilian delicacy; a mix of grilled 
aubergines, sultanas, peppers, tomato and a 
hint of mint. It has complex flavours and is 
originally eaten as a side dish, but is especially 
delicious as a topping for meat, fish or pasta.

Four varieties, coarsely 
sliced rings of chillies 
with a little bite 
in fine herb oil.

Cherry tomatoes 
on sweet and 
sour with garlic 
and parsley. 

Sweet and sour 
tomatoes flavoured 
with garlic and 
lemongrass.

The marinated, grilled 
pepper pieces with olive 
give a spicy, full flavour 
and a nice visual effect.

The tomatoes are 
semi-dried and marinated 
in oil with basil, 
oregano and garlic.

Gremolata is a traditional Italian seasoning 
that originated in Milanese cuisine and is made 
from lemon peel, garlic and parsley. 

Marinati are marinated pieces of bell pepper or tomato 
and are versatile as a garnish in salads, through 

pasta or as a bite through hot sauces.

These sweet and sour tomatoes have a fresh spicy flavour and 
add colour to your dishes. The tomatoes have a firm bite and 

can therefore be used both cold and hot. The ‘taste bombs’ are 
very suitable as garnish in salads, as topping on pizzas, etc. The 

marinade is very suitable for use in sauces or as a dressing.

These are our chilled, ready-to-use garnishes. Ideal for 
finishing off your dish, like gremolata, or for serving 

straight away, like ratatouille. Here you will also find a 
number of versatile tapenades and marinated vegetables 

to flavour and embellish your salads, for example.

NEWNEW

NEWNEW
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Black kalamata olives tapenadeBlack kalamata olives tapenade

Sundried tomato tapenadeSundried tomato tapenade

Grilled Bell pepper tapenadeGrilled Bell pepper tapenadeFig tapenadeFig tapenade

The deep purple Kalamata olives originate 
in Greece. The tapenade is enriched with 
Wakamé seaweed, which has an umami effect 
and provides an intense flavour experience.

Classic tapenade with a coarse texture based 
on Turkish sun-dried tomatoes, basil, 
sunflower oil and almonds. A sophisticated 
culinary flavour with a spicy accent.

The figs and honey give this 
tapenade a sweet flavour, 
with savoury accents 
of sun-dried tomatoes, 
almonds and black olives. 

Mildly sweet in flavour with a spicy accent. 
The tapenade consists of sun-ripened and 
grilled peppers, horseradish and parsley. 
Great as a spread for bread dishes 
and as a flavouring in sauces.

TAPENADESTAPENADES
Chilled ready-to-use seasonings, available in 325g and 1000g.

 Serve immediately with drinks, as an addition to a cheese 
platter or as a seasoning in sauces.

Tomato chutneyTomato chutney

RatatouilleRatatouille

Chutney is the seasoning of Indian and Pakistani 
cuisine. Traditionally served with spicy curries. 
The chilled chutneys have a wide flavour palette 
of sweet, sour and spicy. The combination of 
tomato, onion, vinegar, coriander and green 
pepper make these sauces versatile. 
An ideal seasoning with bread, cheese or as 
an accompaniment to grilled (beef) meat.

Coarse pieces of grilled aubergine, courgette, pepper, 
tomato and garlic, flavoured with Provençal herbs. 
A typical French classic, often used as part of a cold 
dish such as with bread. Can also be used warm with 
fish and stew dishes, pasta dishes or as a garnish.
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9. CELERY

12.
SULPHITE

1. 
EGG

8. 
SHELLFISH

4. 
MILK

10. 
SESAME SEEDS

14.
CRUSTATIONS

2. 
GLUTEN

6. 
NUTS

11. 
SOYA

13. 
FISH

5. 
MUSTARD

7. 
PEANUTS

3. 
LUPIN

611161
611160
610147
110147
610160
610140
110160
110120
110148
110156
110145
110140
110126
110128
110161

811145
811160
811164
811162
281145
281160
224147
650147
614147
618147
261145
261147
261148
233147
235147
261149
216149

267103
267102
267101
810101
812101
850101
870101
244147
242147
774145
774164
716101
774195
774198

525101
799101
717160
767160
775160
675165
675160
590120
540146
540161
515145
550145
774141
774184
560160

157147
150147
145147
130149
197147
167147
615160
117145
175149
230147
223147

530103
530102
584150
540165
582147
582160
581147
540170
575102
210102
775145
774168
767145

ART.NR.

ART.NR.

ART.NR.

ART.NR.

ART.NR.

ART.NR.

Garlic cloves (3x)
Garlic cloves (12x)
Garlic slices
Garlic chopped
Garlic chopped
Freshly chopped Spanish garlic
Garlic puree
Organic garlic puree
Garlic superieur puree
Beemster garlic puree
Ajo de Andalucia
Smoked garlic puree
Roasted garlic puree
Black garlic puree
Pulpe d’ail

Alioli
Alioli Clásico
Alioli Limón
Alioli Pimiento
Gamba marinade
Gamba marinade
Chimichurri
WOK ginger & lime
WOK garlic & spring onion
WOK green & red chilli
Thai yellow curry
Thai red curry
Thai green curry
Harissa spice mix
Ras el hanout spice mix
Tikka masala
Madras

Marinade for beef
Marinade for pork
Marinade for chicken
Soy and black garlic glaze
Roasted garlic and soy glaze
Plum and ginger glaze
Honey and thyme glaze
Parrillada Aio e Lemone
Parrillada Piri Piri
Tomato salsa
Tasty tomato salsa
Mango and habanero salsa
Chunky salsa tomato
Salsa Pico de gallo

Gremolata
Caponata
Peperoncini marinati
Peperoni marinati
Pomodori marinati
Cherry tomatoes garlic parsley
Cherry tomatoes garlic lemongrass
Black Kalamata olives tapenade
Sundried tomato tapenade
Tasty tomato sundried tomato tapenade
Fig tapenade
Grilled bell pepper tapenade
Tomato chutney
Tasty tomato chutney
Ratatouille

Lemongrass puree
Ginger puree
Coriander puree
Basil puree
Horseradish puree
Grilled bell pepper puree
Shallot chopped
Red chilli puree
Strattu di pomodoro
Erbe Italiano
Mushroom mix

Pesto alla Genovese
Pesto vegan
Bärlauch Pesto
Pesto di basilico
Pesto verde
Pesto verde
Pesto rosso
Pesto di pomodori
Pesto all’Arrabbiata
Aglio e peperoncino
Tomato bruschetta
Tasty tomato bruschetta
Grilled bell pepper bruschetta

PRODUCT
1000g
1000g
450g
450g
1000g
450g
1000g
325G
450G
450G
450G
325G
325G
325G
1000G

325g
1000g
1000g
1000g
325g
1000g
450g
450g
450g
450g
450G
450g
450g
450g
450g
450g
450g

1000g
1000g
1000g
450g
450g
450g
450g
450g
450g
325g
1000g
1000g
1000g
1000g

450g
1000g
1000g
1000g
1000g
1100g
1100g
1000g
325g
1000g
325g
325g
325g
1000g
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